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"How much does suffering from and living with addiction, incarceration, dirty neighborhoods, HI
V
,
hypertension, violence,
racism
, and class discrimination make us vulnerable to depression in the Black community? How
many of us are suffering from it and not able or willing to acknowledge it? Who is talking about
it? What is our response? The silence is deafening.

Depression is a fact of Black life , but it doesn't have to be a curse. And we don't have to be
ashamed to admit it. This book will speak openly about my own depression and share the
experiences of other people, from celebrities to regular working folk, so that we can think in
different ways about this condition and about our options as Black people for dealing with it.
More than anything, I want to open a dialogue. I want to give a voice to our pain and name it so
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we can make a space for our healing."

--Excerpted from the Introduction (pages xxvi-xxvii)

African-American females are generally undervalued by this society, despite all the selfless
sacrifices they routinely make at home, at work and in the community. Besides being
overworked, they're expected to behave like ever-available, accommodating sex machines or
else risk being dismissed as undesirable and unfeminine.

Black men , meanwhile, have a host of their own pressures. Pigeonholed as dangerous,
aggressive and angry, they have come to compensate for this stereotype by carefully cultivating
a disarmingly cool, above-it-all demeanor. And, instead of developing a "language to talk about
painful emotions," most adopt a super-macho mask to survive.

Apparently, neither brothers nor sisters think of themselves as entitled even to feel their
emotional pain, much less address it. This is the thesis postulated by Terrie M. Williams in Blac
k Pain
: It Just Looks Like We're Not Hurting
. Ms. Williams, a licensed clinical social worker, opens her groundbreaking text with a revealing
discussion of her own bottoming-out following years as a highly-functioning workaholic plunged
deeply in denial about her depression. The author subsequently supplements that very personal
story with empathetic illustrations of additional case histories of what she argues amounts to an
unspoken epidemic currently raging in
Black America
.

By book's end, Ms. Williams is most persuasive, and achieves her basic aim, namely, to
acknowledge that life is hard in the ’hood, that people are suffering from depression as a
consequence, and that the time has arrived to remove the stigma in the community still attached
to seeking out psychological help. A convincing call for African-Americana to trade in a harmful
cultural stoicism for some overdue mental health treatment.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------

About the author of this book review: Kam Williams is a syndicated film and book critic who
writes for 100+ publications around the U.S., Europe, Asia, Africa, Canada, and the Caribbean.
He is a member of the
New York Film
Critics Online
,
the
NAACP Image Awards Nominating Committee
, and
Rotten Tomatoes
. He is a contributor to TheLoop21.com, eurweb.com and so on. He is also a columnist for our
webmag www.megadiversities.com One of his interviews made the cover of Heart and Soul
magazine in 2012. One of Kam Williams' interviews with Spike Lee is included in the 2002 book
entitled
Spike Lee: Interviews (Conversations with filmmakers)
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. This book collects the best interviews of Lee. Some of Kam Williams' articles are translated
into Chinese, French and Spanish. In 2008, he was Voted Most Outstanding Journalist of the
Decade by the
Disilgold Soul Literary Review
. In addition, he has been honored at the U.N. (for BMORENEWS GLOBAL FORUM ON
WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT) on June 15th 2012 by the Foundation for the Support of the
United Nations (FSUN). Williams is an erudite Attorney who holds a BA in Black Studies from
Cornell University, an MA in English from Brown University, an M.B.A. from The Wharton
School, and a J.D. from Boston University. Recently, he was featured on this website:
http://www.caribbeanlifenews.com/stories/2015.
Kam Williams is a member of the Bar in NJ, NY, CT, PA, MA & US Supreme Court bars. He
lives in Princeton, (New Jersey) with his wife and son. Kam Williams can be reached at
kwilliams@megadiversities.com.
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